Abstract-When visual space is densely populated by elements of random orientation, elements which happen to be aligned may form a perceptually salient 'contour' (Field et al., 1993; Kovacs and Julesz, 1993). Here we further characterize human performance for detecting this type of Gestalt grouping. We find that detectability of salient contours reaches a plateau when they comprise at least 10 elements and are presented for at least 200 ms. It has been suggested that the detection of salient contours is mediated by the intrinsic connectivity of striate cortex and several computational models have been formulated on this basis. The present data provide a benchmark against which such models can be evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
The perceptual salience of 'contours' in a population of randomly oriented elements is one of the more striking instances of Gestalt grouping. In displays such as Fig. 1 , contour and background elements are exactly alike, and the perceived difference stems solely from the different context provided by neighboring elements.
If we consider the kind of context that is necessary to ensure salience, we may be surprised to realize that alignment between a central element and two neighboring elements is not sufficient! Inspection of Fig. 1 reveals a number of background elements which possess aligned neighbors but which nevertheless are far from salient. Evidently, contour elements are salient not because they have aligned neighbors, but because their aligned neighbors themselves have aligned neighbors, and so on. In other words, contour salience seems to be a consequence of the global context provided by all elements of the contour.
Most current models of contour salience postulate excitatory interactions between aligned stimulus elements (Shashua and Ullman, 1988; Field et al., 1993; Braun et al., 1994; Li, 1998; Yen and Finkel, 1998; Pettet et al., 1998) which render responses sensitive to local context. As we have just seen, however, sensitivity to local context cannot in itself explain the salience of contours to human observers. To account for the human sensitivity to global context, models of contour integration are thus forced to postulate various additional processes or mechanisms. Some models simply rely on the cumulative effect of local interactions over time, and on the efficient propagation of such effects along the length of a contour (Li, 1998; Pettet et al., 1998) . Other models postulate a two stage mechanism combining excitatory interactions with temporal synchronicity (Yen and Finkel, 1998) . In this approach, local interactions distinguish between elements with and without aligned neighbors, while temporal synchronicity distinguishes between contours of different length.
Thus, sensitivity to global context is the result of a global mechanism (temporal synchronicity).
Yet another type of model postulates that the strength of local interactions does not remain fixed when we glance at a visual scene, but rapidly and selectively adapts to the local stimulus configuration (Braun et al., 1994) . If governed by the right rules, such 'fast plasticity' can ensure that the strength of local interactions reflects global stimulus properties such as contour length or contour closure. A detailed evaluation of 'fast plasticity' models is the subject of an upcoming publication. The computational principles underlying such models are well known to computer
